
GLG 103/111 - Plate Tectonics Lab 

Name________________________ Class Time/Day ___________ Instructor __________________ 

This Plate Tectonics lab contains several parts that build upon each other.  It is long.  I think it will be 
worthwhile.  Contact me when you find errors of have suggestions.

Objectives - After completing this lab, the student will be able to…
  Assemble a map of of Earth’s lithosphere plates and correctly°Name each major plate. 
  Explain Wegener’s theory of continental drift, the evidence, why it was rejected, why it was revived.
  Explain the fundamentals of plate tectonic theory, what happens, what drives the process.  
  Describe fossil evidence for plate tectonics
  Describe the relationship between plate boundaries, earthquakes and volcanoes.
  Describe how the pattern of mountains, volcanoes & EQs support the theory of plate tectonics.
  Describe the main features that characterize Earth’s oceans, oceanic islands and continents. 
  Describe the formation of hot spots and how resulting island chains support plate tectonic theory. 
  Identify the driving forces behind plate tectonics. 
  Describe the rate of motion of lithospheric plates. 
  Explain the formation and feature differences between active & passive continental margins. 

Part 1 Plate Tectonics Vocabulary

In the three vocabulary sections below, choose the term that best matches the definition.

boundary collision zone convergent boundary divergent boundary
magma transform boundary trench tsunami

1. ________________________  place where a collision between 2 continental plates folds & lifts                
                                                  the boundary rocks into mountains

2. _________________________ molten rock under Earth's surface contains, gases/liquids/crystals

3. _________________________ boundary where 2 plates are moving apart from each other

4. _________________________ border between two tectonic plates

5. _________________________ boundary where two plates are pushing toward each other.

6. _________________________ boundary in which two plates slide past each other

7. _________________________ deep valley that forms at the edge of a continent when an oceanic 
 plate sinks underneath a continental plate

8._________________________ large ocean wave caused by a sudden, powerful shift on the 
          ocean floor from earthquake, landslide, or volcanic eruption



asthenosphere continental crust  crust  inner core 
lithosphere outer core mantle  tectonic plates

9. _________________________ layer of the earth's crust that lies under the seven continents. It is 
 about 20 to 40 miles (35 to 70 km) thick and very old

10. ________________________ Earth's outermost and thinnest layer, rigid, 5km thick under 
    oceans and averaging 30 km under the continents

11. ________________________ layer of the earth lies between the mantle and the solid inner core, 
 liquid, mostly iron and nickel about 1,400 miles (2,300 km) thick

12. ________________________ innermost layer of the earth, an extremely hot, solid sphere of 
 mostly iron & nickel

13. ________________________ dense layer of the earth, made of hot, semisolid rock located 
 directly below the crust, about 1,800 miles (2,900 km) thick

14. ________________________ hot, malleable semi-liquid zone in the upper mantle, directly 
 underneath the lithosphere on which the plates move

15. ________________________ crust & upper mantle broken into several constantly (very slowly) 
 moving plates of solid rock that hold the continents and oceans

16. _________________________ several large slabs of the lithosphere that hold the continents and 
 oceans and are slowly but constantly moving around the earth

earthquake   fault   mid-ocean ridge   oceanic crust   pangaea   rift   seafloor spreading   subduction zone

16. ________________________ crack or fracture in Earth's crust where two tectonic plates grind 
 past each other in a horizontal direction

17. ________________________ process that forms new ocean floor & oceanic crust in which 
 magma rises from the mantle spreading out

18. ________________________ type of crust lying under the seas, only 4 to 6 miles (7 to 10 km) 
 thick and usually younger than continental crust

19. ________________________ dropped zone where two tectonic plates are pulling apart

20. ________________________ raised area or mountain range under the oceans formed when 
 magma fills the space between two tectonic plates

21. ________________________ supercontinent that existed more than 225 million years ago, 
 present-day continents were joined together in one large landmass

22. ________________________ shaking of the earth's surface resulting from the sudden release of 
 energy either along fault lines or from volcanic activity

23. ________________________ place where one plate is getting bent and pulled under the edge 
 of another plate



Part 2 - Assembling a Mysterious Puzzle Map & Interpreting Plate Motion

Print this puzzle.  Cut out the puzzle pieces along the dotted lines.  Leave the numbers/letters 
attached.  Assemble your puzzle pieces and glue to another sheet of paper. 

1. What is the puzzle?  Yes, the question really is this easy. 

2. What do the pieces of the puzzle represent?  Why was the puzzle cut out in this particular way? 

3. Would this puzzle have made sense to a geology student 120 years ago?  Why or why not?  Think 
back to the history of plate tectonics as covered in our film, Colliding Continents. 

4. Write the names of the lithospheric plates on your assembled map using this plate map. 

5. Using the plate map as a reference, on each major plate on your puzzle, draw arrows indicating the 
direction of motion and write the speed of motion in mm/yr. 

6. Attach a screen shot or photo of your completed lab below. 

http://softpath.org/GLG/GLG103/Tectonics/PlatePiecesMap.pdf
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/9d/Tectonic_plates_boundaries_World_map_Wt_180degE_centered-en.svg


Part 3 - Alfred Wegener’s Fossil Evidence for Plate Tectonics - A New Puzzle

 
A. Print the puzzle pieces below. 
 
B. Label the land masses on each sheet. 
 
C. Color the fossil areas to match the legend below. 
 
D. Cut out each of the continents along the edge of the continental shelf, the outermost dark line.  
Alfred Wegener's evidence for continental drift is shown on the cut-outs and included on the key 
below the new puzzle pieces  Wegener used this evidence to reconstruct the positions of the 
continents relative to each other in the distant past.
 
E. Piece the continents together so that they form a giant supercontinent.

F. When you are satisfied with the 'fit' of the continents, glue them down & take a picture of your work. 

1. Describe 5 pieces of early evidence that Alfred Wegener cited for the movement of continents.

A.

B. 

C.

D.

E.

2. Do you find this evidence compelling?  Explain your rationale. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alfred_Wegener


DIRECTIONS:  Cut out each of the continental
land masses along the edge of the continental
shelf (the outer line).

Fossil Evidence

U.S. Department of the Interior
U.S. Geological Survey

This Dynamic Planet; A Teaching Companion
Wegener’s Puzzling Continental Drift Evidence
U.S. Geological Survey, 2008
For updates see <http://volcanoes.usgs.gov/about/edu/dynamicplanet>

GUS S



DIRECTIONS:  
1. Label the land masses on each sheet. Color the fossil areas to match the legend below.

2. Cut out each of the continents along the edge of the continental shelf (the outermost dark line).  Alfred Wegener's  evidence for 
continental drift is shown on the cut-outs. Wegener used this evidence to reconstruct the positions of the continents relative to each 
other in the distant past.

3. Try to logically piece the continents together so that they form a giant supercontinent. 

4.When you are satisfied with the 'fit' of the continents, discuss the evidence with your partners and decide if the evidence is 
compelling or not.  Explain your decision and reasoning on the evidence.

GUS S

U.S. Department of the Interior
U.S. Geological Survey

Wegener’s Puzzling Evidence

This Dynamic Planet; A Teaching Companion
Wegener’s Puzzling Continental Drift Evidence
U.S. Geological Survey, 2008
For updates see <http://volcanoes.usgs.gov/about/edu/dynamicplanet>

Fossils of the fern Glossopteris have been found in these locations .  Color the areas with these fossils 
green.

Fossil remains of Cynognathus, a land reptile approximately 3 meters long that lived during the Early 
Mesozoic Era, about 230 million years ago. It was a weak swimmer. Color the areas with these fossils 
orange.

Fossil remains of the half meter-long fresh or brackish water (reptile) Mesosaurus. Mesosaurs flourished in 
the early Mesozoic Era, about 240 million years ago. Mesosaurs had limbs for swimming, but could also 
walk on land. Other fossil evidence found in rocks along with Mesosaurs indicate that they lived in lakes 
and coastal bays or estuaries. Color the areas with these fossils blue.

Fossil evidence of the Early Mesozoic,  land-dwelling  reptile Lystrosaurus.  They reproduced by laying eggs 
on land.  In addition, their anatomy suggests that these animals were probably very poor swimmers. Color 
the areas with these fossils brown.  

The continents is surrounded by the continental shelf (stippled pattern), which extends beyond the 
continent until there is a large change in slope. 

By about 300 million years ago, a unique community of plants had evolved known as the European 
flora.  Fossils of these plants are found in Europe and other areas. Color the areas with these fossils 
yellow.

Key to Wegener’s Puzzling Evidence - Fossils



Part 4 - Matching Theory and Observations Using Google Maps

Open this plate map. From the key in the top left (pictured below), you will see the types of plate 
boundaries.  In lavender are the continent-ocean convergent boundaries.  Red represents a divergent 
boundary of any time.  Light green is continent-ocean transform fault.  And the dark green-grey is 
vague.  We’ll figure this out.   Subducion zones, a type of convergent boundary, are in blue with little 
pointers.  A number with the arrow shows the direction of the plate movement in mm/yr.  A grey area 
indicates orogeny - mountain building.   And hotspots, areas of magma rising from the mantle through 
the crust are orange dots.  (Forgive me if I got the colors incorrect.  My silly doctor thinks I’m a bit 
color blind.)  

Now let’s look at features found in satellite images of all three types of plate boundaries - subduction, 
divergent and transform. 

A - Japan, Aleutians, Tonga, Java, Mediterranean, western South America, and northern India. 

Click the links below to view satellite images of five locations on Earth.  Pay attention to the landforms 
that appear in all five locations. 
A) Japan-Kurile Area
B) Aleutian Area
C) Tonga
D) Java & Sumatra Area
E) Eastern Mediterranean 

1.  What one underwater feature appears clearly in the first 4 locations and a bit in the 5th?

2. What subaerial (above the water) features occur in all 5 locations?

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/9d/Tectonic_plates_boundaries_World_map_Wt_180degE_centered-en.svg
https://www.google.com/maps/search/kurile+trench/@47.5761435,155.3139997,1259400m/data=!3m1!1e3
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Aleutian+Trench/@54.1503345,-172.073433,2346531m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m5!3m4!1s0x57b0b3d4e010e503:0x5efa06db65f7e345!8m2!3d51!4d-170
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Tonga+Trench/@-19.9207388,-173.8341066,578067m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m5!3m4!1s0x718e4e0247a54f69:0x13a20e1cb742f0d1!8m2!3d-20!4d-173
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Java+Trench/@-6.3987284,106.6190339,1813067m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m5!3m4!1s0x2e87b9d48b48b563:0x6e5f9bf3d13eceec!8m2!3d-10.5!4d110
https://www.google.com/maps/search/cslypso+trench/@35.6160757,23.8106189,586342m/data=!3m1!1e3


All 5 locations similar same geologic features.  View the plate map again & find those 5 locations.  
Notice the arrows showing plate motion in all five locations.  
A. Japan-Kurile - 38°N, 150°E
B. Aleutian - 50°N, 165°W
C. Tonga - 20°S, 175°W
D. Java & Sumatra - 10°S, 105°E
E. Eastern Mediterranean - 35°N, 15°E.   

3.  According to your plate map, a _______________________ boundary occurs at all five locations.

4.  Again, what 2 features occur at most subduction boundaries?  

5.  In all five cases, the ocean plate is moving TOWARD / AWAY FROM the trench.  (Circle one.) 

6. Draw and describe what is going on in this type of plate boundary.  Need help?  Look here.  Really, 
make a drawing and describe. 

7. In every case above, islands from on the SUBDUCTING / OVERRIDING plate.  (Choose one.)

8. In every case, magma originates from the SUBDUCTING / OVERRIDING plate.  (Choose one.)

9. Explain why your answers to questions 11 and 12 are so.  Why does this occur? 

We just looked at island arcs.  They form when ocean plates meet and one subducts under the other.  
Let’s look at a different place.  On this map, find the Peru-Chili Trench at 15°S, 75°W.   Notice the 
type of boundary.  

10. The Nazca plate is heading in a ________________ direction at ______________ mm/yr and is 
running into the ________________ plate. 

Here is the same place in Google satellite view.  Hmmm… there are no islands.  Why?  If the 
subducting plate dives down into the mantle and melts, there should be rising magma forming 
something on the overriding plate, right?

11. Do you see a trench? YES / NO

12. Which plate is subducting, the NAZCA or SOUTH AMERICAN?   (Choose one.)

13. Which plate is overriding, the NAZCA or SOUTH AMERICAN?  (Choose one.)

14. There are no islands forming on South America.  What IS forming instead?  (This image may 
help.)

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/9d/Tectonic_plates_boundaries_World_map_Wt_180degE_centered-en.svg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/9d/Tectonic_plates_boundaries_World_map_Wt_180degE_centered-en.svg
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-JeHv8CaEYDE/VBYbWvUst-I/AAAAAAAAADE/yBAVzCWd0qw/s1600/islarc.jpeg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/9d/Tectonic_plates_boundaries_World_map_Wt_180degE_centered-en.svg
https://www.google.com/maps/search/-25.3297041,-73.637917,1610478/@-25.3297041,-73.637917,1610478m/data=!3m1!1e3
https://qph.fs.quoracdn.net/main-qimg-c796d5b39444b62687cbbf4599c5b806-c
https://qph.fs.quoracdn.net/main-qimg-c796d5b39444b62687cbbf4599c5b806-c


Insert 
Himalayas

Insert Fossil Puzzzle 

Now let’s look at divergent boundaries.

Now let’s look at colliding continents

Rift Boundaries

1
Katmai



Transform Boundaries. 

A. Open the Age of the Hawaiian Islands simulation.  Notice the “Step” links at the page bottom.  

B. Step 1 - Look at the linked images of all five islands.  

1. Which island do you think is youngest? Defend your answer with observations from the simulation.  

C. Step 2  

2. What pattern does there seem to be between the age of the rocks on each islands and the location?  

3. How do you think the chain of islands might have formed? Explain your idea.  

D. Step 3  

4. How can you use the previous map information to calculate the rate (speed) of plate motion over the hot spot? 
Describe the information you need and how you'll use it.  

E. Step 4 - Use the ruler tool to measure the distance the plate has moved since Kauai formed.  

Note - There are 1000 meters in a kilometer and 100 centimeters in a meter.  
The included help link is handy if you get confused.  

5. Calculate the average rate of the Pacific Plate's motion over the past 5.1 million years. Express your answer in cm/year.  

F. Step 5 - Use the ruler tool to measure distances, and use the info to calculate rates of plate motion.  

6. Calculate the average rate of plate motion for 0 - 40 million years ago - since the formation of the Daikakuji Seamount.  

 Distance moved = _______ km or ______________ cm/yr.  Time = ________________________ yrs.  

 Average rate = ______________ cm/yr  (Divide centimeters by years.) 

7. Calculate the average rate of plate motion for 40 - 60 million years ago - between formation of the Suiko and Daikakuji 
Seamounts  

 Distance moved = _______ km or ______________ cm/yr.  Time = ________________________ yrs.  

 Average rate = ______________ cm/yr  (Divide centimeters by years.) 

G. Step 6  

8. What global tectonic event might have been responsible for changing the direction of the Pacific Plate's motion? (What 
major tectonic event occurred around 40 million years ago?)  

H. Step 7 - Click the dots to see evidence of a hot spot under Yellowstone National Park.  

9. Describe evidence for a hot spot currently under Yellowstone National Park.  

I. Step 8  

10. In what direction has the North American Plate moved over the hot spot under Yellowstone? Explain how you came 
up with your answer.  

http://www.classzone.com/books/earth_science/terc/content/investigations/es0810/es0810page01.cfm?chapter_no=08


11. Calculate the average rate of the North American Plate's motion over Yellowstone and give your answer in either m/yr 
or cm/yr.  

 Distance moved = _______ km or ______________ cm/yr.  Time = ________________________ yrs.  



 Average rate = ______________ cm/yr  (Divide centimeters by years.) 

Part 6  - Plotting Volcanoes and Earthquakes

These two pages will take a while to complete, but we need this many data points to make 
clear the trend we want to see.  Put on some music.  Get comfortable. 

Print this map.  On that map plot the following volcanoes using a little “∆” symbol.  By 
each volcano, record the volcano’s NAME.  The first volcano, Katmai, and the first 
earthquake, 1, are already done.  

Famous Volcanoes 

1  Katmai  54°N  158°W   
2 Redoubt  51°N  164°W   
3 Ranier  43°N  123°W   
4 St.Helens  42°N  124°W   
5 Hood*   40°N  123°W   
6 Shasta  38°N  122°W   
7 Lassen  36°N  121°W   
8 Sunset Crater 34°N  111°W   
9 Pelee   13°N   68°W   
10 Parícutin  17°N  102°W   
11 Mauna Loa  16°N   161°W   
12 Kilauea*  16°N   161°W   
13 Irazú    8°N   83°W   
14 Misti   20°S   70°W   
15 Surtsey  61°N   20°W   
16 Stromboli  35°N   13°E   
17 Etna   35°N   14°E   
18 Kilimanjaro   8°S   38°E   
19 Krakatoa  10°S  107°E   
20 Taal   11°N  122°E   
21 Mayon   12°N  123°E   
22 Aso   27°N  132°E   
23 Fujiama  30°N  136°E   
24 Cotopaxi   2°S   78°W   
25 Nevado Del Ruiz  6°N   76°W   
26 Unzen   33°N  130°E   

http://softpath.org/GLG/GLG103/Tectonics/WorldMapCopy.pdf


27 Pinatubo  16°N   122°E   
28 Vesuvius       40°E    14°E       
29   Reunion   21°S    55°E   
  
Plot 2 of your own volcanoes, list the Name, latitude, & longitude. 

28 ________________ _________ ___________ 

29 ________________ _________ ___________ 

Plot the following earthquakes on world map on which you just plowed volcanoes.  Mark 
each quake with a little “o” and record the quake number.  Ignore the depth. 

Recent Earthquakes w/ magnitude 5.2 or greater.   
      °LAT  °LONG  DEPTH (km) 
 1  58°N  137°W  13.3 
 2  9°S 109°E  33.0 
 3 11°S 165°E  33.0 
 4 21°S 174°W  33.0 
 5 21°S 174°W  33.0 
 6 52°N  176°W  33.0 
 7 61°S 154°E  10.0 
 8 37°N  135 E 388.9 
 9  2°S 138°E  33.0 
10 24°S  65°W  22.5 
11 48°N  155°E  33.0 
12  0 100°E  50.0  (Why is there no “N” or “S” on this latitude?)  
13 24°S  68 W 127.1 
14 18°N  101°W  45.3  Once you have plotted ALL of the quakes and volcanoes, 
15 11°S 166°E  33.0  answer these questions.   
16  2°N  128°E  66.9 
17  6°N   82°W  10.0  1. What is the relationship between quake positions and 
18 31°S 178°W  33.0  the outline of the continents? 
19 18°N 120°E  33.0 
20 28°S 177°W  33.0  2. Describe how the locations of quakes are related  
21  6°S  75°W  26.6  to plate boundaries. 
22 39°N   66°E  33.0 
23 56°S 147°E  10.0  3. Which ocean has volcanoes down its middle 
24 56°S 147°E  10.0 
25 16°S 168°E  33.0  4. Which ocean has a ring of volcanoes about it? 
26  2°S 138°E  33.0 
27 22°S 172°E 107.2  5. What general pattern occurs in volcano locations? 
28 35°N    1°W  10.0 
29 11°S 166°E  33.0  6. What relationship occurs between quake & volcanoes   
30 32°N  132°E  42.3  locations and plate edges? 

7.What relationship occurs between where earthquakes and volcanoes occur? 



8. Draw arrows down the middle of the Atlantic showing the African Plate and South 
American Plate moving apart. 

9. Draw arrows showing theNorth American plate moving WSW & the Pacific plate moving NNW. 

Look carefully at the map at this link.  You can zoom in quite a bit.  

3. How does the pattern of quakes & volcanoes on your map compare with the linked map 
above?  Is it similar?  Different? 

https://www.learner.org/interactives/dynamicearth/testskills.html

Activities
1. Latitude and Longitude
2. Assemble world map.  
3. Plot EQ and Volcanoes
4. Name the Plates
5. Fossil Map
6. Interactive - Sketch the the 3 types of boundaries and indicate the activity, Layers of Earth, 

spreading center, ocean-ocean, continent-continent, continent-ocean, lithosphere has basalt and 
granite

7. Hawaiian - Hot Spot & Rate of Spreading
8. Google Earth - age of ocean crust, is Pacific or Atlantic faster, rate of spreading? 
9.  Predict type of activity at the following .
  Tokyo, Seattle, New Dehli, Christchurch, NZ, Sakar, Senegal, Phoenix, AZ, Hilo, Hawaii

convergent
divergent
transform

ADD FOSSIL MAP

Summary.  List pieces of evidence for plate tectonics. 
What is strange about the age of the ocean floor? 
How can that be the case?
How does the Hawaiian Island change support PT?

Draw and label three types of plate boundaries.

https://pubs.usgs.gov/imap/2800/TDPfront.pdf
https://www.learner.org/interactives/dynamicearth/testskills.html


Part 2  - Latitude and Longitude (3:14)

Answer the following questions from the video link above.  Not all the answers below will be used. 

latitudes minutes seconds tropics0° 3 miles
69 miles 23 ½°N 23 ½°S 66 ½°N 66 ½°S

1. Parallel lines that run east and west are called _______.  Each latitude degree line is about ______  
apart.  Each degree is broken into 60 ________ and each of those is broken into 60 ______ . 

Write the latitude for each of the following.  Include NORTH or SOUTH where appropriate. 

2. Tropic of Cancer             _____________________

3. Equator _____________________

4 Tropic of Capricorn         _____________________

5. Arctic Circle         _____________________

6. Antarctic Circle         _____________________

7. The area between the Tropic of Cancer and the Tropic of Capricorn is called the _____________ 

8. Describe the climate and environment of the area described in question 7. 

9. Describe the climate and environment the area between the tropic & the arctic lines. 

10. Why can’t the narrator say how far apart the longitude (meridian) lines are from each other? 

Part 3  - More Latitude and Longitude (8:16)

ellipsoid Greenwich, England prime meridian spheroid  Winslow, AZ 
45° 90° 135° -3, 5 5, -3 -5, 3 3, -5 

1. At 58 seconds in the video, the coordinates for that red dot are  ______, ______

2. The true shape of the earth is not a _____________ but a _________________

3. All longitude measurements start from the ______ _______ which passes through _________

4. Traveling 90°E is the same as traveling ________ °W

5. If an evil GLG110IN professor made you walk from 15°W to 30°W, would you rather do that at the 
poles or at the equator?  Why? 

7. Are longitude lines parallel? YES / NO
8. Are all longitude lines about the same circumference?  YES / NO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=swKBi6hHHMA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2PllX2YOAHo


9. Do longitude lines run pole-to-pole? YES / NO

10.  Would a cut through a longitude line go through the center of the Earth? YES / NO

11. Why can’t you go 110° North of tWhat is the maximum north or south latitude you can go?  

12. Are latitude lines parallel? YES / NO

13. Are all latitude lines about the same circumference?  YES / NO

14. Do latitude lines run pole-to-pole? YES / NO

15.  Would a cut through any latitude line go through the center of the Earth? YES / NO

Try the exercises at 6:00.  No need to write your answers.

Part 4  - Using Latitude and Longitude 

A. Using this map, record the latitude & longitude (in that order) for each of the following.

EXAMPLE LATITUDE  LONGITUDE
Southampton, Eng    50  °  N          0  °  W

LOCATION LATITUDE  LONGITUDE

1. San Fran, CA _____°__ & _____°__

2. Kilauea Volcano, HI, _____°__ & _____°__

3. Capetown, S Africa _____°__ & _____°__

4. Colombo, India _____°__ & _____°__

5. Freemantle, Australia _____°__ & _____°__

6. Pago Pago, Am. Samoa _____°__ & _____°__

7. Simpyville, Antarctica _____°__ & _____°__

8. Phoenix, AZ _____°__ & _____°__

9. New York, NY _____°__ & _____°__

10. Athens, Greece `_____°__ & _____°__

B. Go to Google Maps and enter Grand Canyon National Park, Arizona in the Google Map search 
window.  (Not the browser bar.)  Once there, look in the browser’s top URL window.  Scroll to the 
right.  You’ll see a bunch of numbers.  We’re looking only for something that looks like longitude & 
latitude, in this case, 36.091105 and -113.4035038.  The 36.091105 means about 36° North of the 
equator and the -113.4035038 means 113° West of Prime Meridian.  A negative latitude is south of 

http://www.softpath.org/GLG/GLG103/Tectonics/WorldMap2.pdf
https://www.google.com/maps


the equator.  A positive longitude is east of Prime Meridian.  Enter the names of the following 
important places into the Google camp window and record the latitude to the nearest degree.
          LOCATION LATITUDE  LONGITUDE

11. Winslow, AZ _____°__ & _____°__

12. Bogota, Colombia _____°__ & _____°__

14. My House  _____°__ & _____°__  

C. Record below the name, latitude & longitude of two of your favorite places on the planet. 

              LOCATION NAME      LATITUDE  LONGITUDE

15. _____________________  _____°__  _____°__

16. _____________________  _____°__  _____°__


